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ABSTRACT
Quartz pressure shadows surrounding authigenic pyrite grains in a shale from the
Porsanger Dolomite Formation, West Finnmark, Norway, are associated with contemporaneous shear and extension fractures. Maximum conpressive stress (o1) orientations based
on pressure shadow geometry agree with o1 orientations derived from fracture sets.

Numerous shale samplesfrom a unit within the PorsangerDolomite
Formation near West Finnmark, Norway, contain abundant pyrite
grainswholly or partially surroundedby growths of f eatherquartz. These
structures representwhat has classicallybeen known as '(pressureshadows" and commonly are thought to illustrate pressure-solutionphenomena. Detailed and comprehensivestudies of pressureshadow relationships and genesisare few, but the works of Miigge (1930) and Pabst
(1931)do presentthorough analyses;the readeris referredto theseworks
for a generalintroduction to the subject.
The significant aspect of the pressureshadowsfound in the Norway
samples is their occurrencewith sets of shear and extensionfractures
(Fig. 1). The consistentangular relationshipamong the fractures which
agrees with that derived experimentalll. (Fig. 2), observation of the
cf,rrect senseof movement on fractures believed to be shear fractures,
and lack of any observedmovement on fractures ascribedas extensional
in origin supports the belief that the fracturesin thesesamplesform sets
from which the direction of the maximunl compressivestress (or) can be
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Frc. 1. Symmetrical pressure shadow of qufitz surrounding pyrite grain. Quartz-filled
fractures are extension fractures. Note unfilled shear fracture that transects thick extension fracture. Bar scale is 0.5 mm.
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Frc. 2. Sketch of relationships among fractures and principal stresses0:30o.
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l'rc. 3. Symmetrical shadows around pyrite grain. Arrows show orientation of 01 responsible for shadow geometry. Note presence of unfilled shear fractures. Bar scale is 0.5
mm-

determined. Fracture abundancesare suffrcient to permit 6r orientations
to be mapped over areas of several square inches. Within these limits
there is a slight but distinct rotation of or through an angle of 3o to 6o,
dependingupon the particular sample.
The most common pressure-shadowshapeis that of equally developed
symmetrical fringes located on both sides of a regular geometric figure
(Fig. 3). For grains of this type little doubt exists about the orientation
of or that controlled growth of the shadow. Although only a few such
perfect grains exist, they are sufficiently abundant to provide an approximate idea of the degree of variation in or orientation. Variation of the
maximum compressivestressconstructed from this evidencealone agrees
with the variation based on fracture geometry, both in angular divergenceand senseof rotation. This agreementsuggeststhat both fractures
and shadows are contemporaneousin origin (related to the same stress
system). Textural evidence is not definitive but offers no contradictions
to this idea. The possibility of using this mineralogical criterion to map
stressorientations in rocks devoid of other more suitable criteria appears
favorable.
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